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Applying warm konnyaku jelly with a 
Japanese hake (tsukemawashibake) paste brush.

An alternative to using a sponge as described on pages 5 & 6.
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Momigami
(揉み紙)  

Kōzo (楮) paper wrinkled & kneaded with konnyaku (こんにゃく)
  

Momigami is a unique Japanese paper renowned for  
its strength and durability. Familiar in the West as a 

bookbinding paper, momigami has long been used in Japan for 
clothing, umbrellas, wallets, purses, wrappings, and other craft 
items which demand extremely durable papers.

Pronounced mo-me-gô´me (with little if any stress on the accent), 
momigami is a pure vegetable product made from paper and 
starch, with no animal skin or gelatin content. Ideal results can 
be obtained by using strong, long-fibered handmade paper.

Traditional momigami is made by applying paste to a strong, 
handmade kozo paper, wrinkling and kneading the paper, then 
allowing it to dry. Momigami’s rich texture combines the com-
plexity of entangled fibers with millions of wrinkles, creating 
a paper with the soul of a well-traveled road. Running your 
fingers across its surface, you might think you are feeling the 
rich surface of leather. Articles of clothing or wallets made of 
momigami will weather and change with use. Its high ridges 
garner a smooth polish, softening and becoming infused with 
a rich patina. 

Kamiko, articles of clothing made from momigami, have been 
worn in Japan for almost a thousand years. Both under and outer 
garments were made from momigami. Because of its austere and 
humble nature, kamiko was popular with the Buddhist monks 
of  Japan, who would each make a single paper robe designed 
to last for a year. Soiled and worn from four seasons of pray-
ing, the robes were ceremonially burned and new white robes 

Momigami – top half hot pressed
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made to begin the new year. Because the paper was inexpensive, 
kamiko clothing was commonly worn by the poorer classes. 
However, over the past millennia, kamiko has been popular 
to varying degrees in all classes. Decorated, dyed or embossed 
white kamiko coats lined with silk or cotton were worn by the 
wealthier classes, whereas rust colored papers (waterproofed 
with persimmon tannin) were worn by the poor.

The starch used in the manufacture of momigami is made 
from konnyaku flour, a product derived from the starchy root 
of Amorphophallus konjac. In their cuisine the Japanese make 
gelatinous cubes from konnyaku (the literal translation is 
“devil’s tongue jelly”) and serve them in various soup stocks.  
It is also made into a fine, translucent noodle called shirataki 
(“white waterfall”), used in sukiyaki. 

The process of manufacturing momigami is simple but brilliant. 
Smooth, dry kozo paper is laid on a flat surface. Using a sponge 
or broad brush, the starch is spread quickly on one side of the 
paper, brushing from the center outwards. The absorbency of 
the paper and the viscosity of the starch, along with the speed 
of application, creates a condition in which the paper is moist-
ened with paste on one side and dry on the other. The paper is 
then crumpled up. This is the essential, brilliant simplicity of 
the process: The dry side of the paper remembers the wrinkles, 
while the starch side permanently cements them in place. After 
the paper is dry, many artisans repeat the sizing and wrinkling 
process on the reverse side of the paper for increased strength 
and finer wrinkles. The final step is to rub the dried momigami 
against itself to soften and flatten the sheet.

The amazing strength of momigami is due to the nature of the 
wrinkles coupled with the strong kozo fibers. The millions of 
small wrinkles add an elasticity to the paper, operating under 
the same principle as an accordion. When a musician pulls on 
an accordion, the bellows expand as the many folds open up. 
Similarly, as we tug on a sheet of momigami, its many wrinkles 
flatten, allowing the sheet to stretch. As we release the paper, 
it springs back to its wrinkled state, unharmed. 

Konnyaku is not a sticky starch; therefore it is not suitable as an 
adhesive, nor is it very hygroscopic. These characteristics are a 
decided advantage, as remoistening a sheet of momigami does 
not activate any adhesive quality of the starch. Hot-pressing or 
ironing the paper imparts a flattening effect on the wrinkles. 
Hot-pressing the momigami, after dampening it slightly, pro-
duces an even finer latticework of wrinkles. Rubbing the sheet 
against itself softens and relaxes the stiffness of the sheet.
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Preparing Konnyaku Paste

Konnyaku flour comes in a variety of grades and varies  
in quality. Depending on the grade used, it may be neces-

sary to adjust the ratio of flour to water. If the paste made is as 
viscous as gelatin, use less flour; alternately, if it is as thin as 
cream, add more flour. (When cool, konnyaku will congeal to a 
jelly-like consistency.)

 Procedure:

1.  Bring 1 qt. (1 liter) of water to a boil and slowly stir 
in 4 tsp (1oz) (30 g) of konnyaku flour (originally 
described to me as a sake cup of konnyaku flour).

2.  Remove from heat and stir until the granules of 
konnyaku dissolves. 

3.   Pour the hot konnyaku into a large mixing bowl 
and stir with a wooden spoon as the mixture cools 
and thickens. As the starch cools it will congeal 
into a slightly lumpy, thick, warm paste. 

Storage:  Mix in 1 tsp. of denatured alcohol as a preservative (optional) 
and refrigerate. Heat prior to reusing.

Making Momigami

The objective in making momigami is to apply moist  
paste to one side of the paper while keeping the other side 

dry, then to wrinkle the paper without tearing it. A wrinkled 
sheet of momigami, with its minute hills and valleys, will be 
smaller in size than the paper was in its smooth pre-wrinkled 
state. Expect about a 5% reduction in overall size after wrinkling. 

 Preparation – things to have ready:
•  A smooth, flat, clean, water-resistant surface on 

which to work
•  Kōzo or other strong, long-fibered Japanese paper 

of any dimension
•  Prepared konnyaku as directed on page 4
•  A moist, high quality cellulose sponge and or a 

Japanese hake paste brush
•  Lime (w/rubber gloves) - optional 

 Procedure:

1.  Skim a moist sponge across the surface of the 
warm konnyaku jelly, scooping up a small 
amount of paste.

Loading a sponge with konnyaku paste (jelly)

Stirring konnyaku paste as the mixture cools
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2.  Working from the center outwards in quick, 
sure strokes, spread a thin layer of the warm 
konnyaku over the entire side of the paper. 
Keep the other side dry as possible. (The dry 
side helps "remember" the wrinkles in step 3.)

Note: Too much konnyaku applied to the paper will cause moisture 
to soak through to the opposite side, making wrinkling more difficult. 
(With sized paper, this "bleed through" will not be a problem.)

3.  Starting at one corner, crumple the moist paper 
little by little, gathering and kneading as you 
go. Unravel and repeat this process starting 
from each of the other corners. 

Spread konnyaku paste from 
the center outwards

Starting at one corner, crumple the moist paper little by little working your 
way around the perimeter

Note: There are many different wrinkling techniques. Another approach 
is to crumple around the edges towards the middle; a third technique 
is to fold the corners into the center and then wrinkle (keeping the 
wet side out and the dry side in). 
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4.  Crumple the sheet into a ball, not too tight and 
not too loose. If you applied an excessive amount 
of konnyaku paste, it's best to keep the ball loose.

5.  Open the crumpled paper ball and hang to dry. 

Crumple the sheet into a ball...

Hang to dry

6.   For a stronger paper and more wrinkle detail, 
(once the first application is completely dry), 
repeat steps 1 to 5, applying the konnyaku paste 
to the opposite side of the paper. 

7.  Upon drying, the momigami will likely be stiff. 
In order to soften the paper and make it more 
supple, it is may be necessary to "work" the dried 
paper by rubbing it against itself. To do this, curl 
the paper in half and rub the two halves together 
between the flats of your palms. 
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Decorating Momigami

Momigami accepts dyes and embellishments in its  
own unique way. To bring out the rich lattice work of 

wrinkles, dip the paper or brush it with dye, water color, dilute 
sumi ink or acrylic paint. The colorants will tend to stain the 
wrinkled lines darker than the flat surfaces. There are many ways 
to fold, tie, stitch, or twist the paper to resist or accept dye. Dyed 
momigami can be used to make book box and book covers and 
is often made into paper clothing, kamiko. The Japanese word 
for dyed momigami is momi-somegami, and tie-dyed momigami 
is called shiborisomegami. It is important to keep in mind that 
the dying or decorating of momigami papers can also occur in 
the reverse order: momigami can just as easily be made from 
pre-decorated smooth papers, including stencil paper.

Kakishibu: A rich red-brown persimmon tannin, is used to 
waterproof, strengthen and decorate momigami. Kakishibu is 
available at www.kakishibui.com

Final Sealing:  Coat momigami with  gelatin, varnish, persim-
mon tannin, egg whites, lacquer or a diluted acrylic medium.

8.  Iron the dried sheet as you would an article of 
cotton clothing. If you have access to a drymount 
press, press the paper at 200°. 

Hardening (optional) 
Crumpled momigami balls are boiled in lime to harden the kon-
nyaku. I have not found this step to be necessary; however, I 
include it and leave it to your discretion. If you choose to do this 
step, first bring 1 oz. (25 grams) of lime (Calcium Hydroxide) to 
a boil in 1 qt. (1 liter) of water. Place crumpled balls of momigami 
into the boiling liquid and simmer for 1 to 2 minutes. Immerse the 
boiled paper in fresh water and gently rub off any lime stuck on 
its surface. Squeeze out the water, open the paper out and hang 
to dry. Caution:  Lime is an alkaline chemical. Wear rubber gloves 
and read all warnings and precautions on lime packaging label.

Yatsuo Shiborisomegami – Kōzo paper pinched and wrapped around sticks, tightly 
wound with thread and dyed. Used for paper dolls, box covers. 
Keijusha Co. Toyama Pref.

Sumi ink-stained momigami
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Bushü Momisomegami – Dyed paper crumpled and rubbed before drying. Used for 
paper dolls, box covers. Shosaku Tanaka, Saitama Pref.

Wakasa Shiborisomegami – Kōzo paper pinched and wrapped around sticks, tightly 
wound with thread and dyed. Used for paper dolls, box covers. 
Saburodayu Shiba, Fukui Pref.

Yatsuo Momisomegami – Dyed kōzo prior to crumpling and kneading. Used for 
paper crafts. Keijusha Co. Toyama Pref.

Hinatasomegami – paper coated with walnut shell pigment, crumpled and dried in 
the sun. The dye on its wrinkled surface is unevenly bleached by the exposure to UV 
sun light. Used for deluxe editions of books. Todao Endo, Miyagi Pref.
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Kamiko
Kami–paper, ko (koromo)–clothing

From the 10th century,  washi, wrinkled and strengthened into 
momigami, was used as an alternative to textiles. Momigami 

was sometimes worn as a fashion statement, lined with silk or 
more sensibly waterproofed with kakishibu and made into rain-
coats for firefighters and farmers; it was also worn ceremonially 
and sometimes daily by monks. 

Notoriously strong and durable, Japanese handmade paper 
(washi), is somewhat similar to a textile in its fabrication. As the 
su is dipped in pulp and shaken, the motion "weaves" the fibers 
as they align with the shake direction, forming a structural warp 
and weft within the sheet – not unlike weaving. Washi shares 
another similarity to fabrics in that paper mulberry's inner bark 
fibers are from the same family of bast fibers as the common 
textiles linen (flax) and hemp. This makes momigami usable 
with almost any garment pattern.

Kamiko Happi-style jacket by David Wild
 

 Preparation – things to have ready:
•  Kōzo momigami made following the preceding 
directions 
•  A smooth, flat, clean, surface on which to work
•  A garment pattern of your choosing
•  Straight stitch sewing machine
•  Paste, brush and/or neutral pH glue stick
•  Bone folder
•  Light stick tape and marker (optional)
•  Silk – for a soft collar (optional)
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Happi Jacket pattern
PDF downloadable from www.magnoliapaper.com 

Scalable and modifiable using Adobe Illustrator
design by David Wild

 

Making a Momigami 
Happi Jacket

Pattern printing Instructions:
1. Download Happi Jacket pattern from magnoliapaper.com.

2. Open in Abobe Illustrator or PDF reader for scaling.

3. On lightweight paper, print:
•  One front panel
• One back panel
• One sleeve panel
• One neck band (optional)

Cutting Instructions:
Place cut pattern on momigami and cut along 
dotted lines. If incorporating neck band, cut 
all pieces as shown. For a jacket without neck 
band, trim the sections highlighted in blue.
 

Back

Cut one this side up
Cut one opposite side up

Front

Cut one this side up
Cut one opposite side up

Co
lla

r
Cu

t o
ne

 th
is

 s
id

e 
up

Sleeve
Cut 2 this side up

Cut 2 opposite side up
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Marking (optional)
Using light stick tape,  mark panels with numbers corresponding to the 
pattern below.

Sewing Instructions:
After cutting and marking all panels, use the felled seam technique on 
pp. 21-26 to join the momigami pieces per the following guide:

Q

N

N

O

D

B

D C

J L

HF

K

G

I

E

C

B A A

M

M

P

P

O

Q

Front Right Front Left

Back Right Back Left

Back Left Sleeve

Front Left Sleeve

Back Right Sleeve

Front Right Sleeve

Q

N

N

O

D

B

D C

J L

HF

K

G

I

E

C

B A A

M

M

P

P

O

Q

Front Right Front Left

Back Right Back Left

Back Left Sleeve

Front Left Sleeve

Back Right Sleeve

Front Right Sleeve

Optional Collar attachment:

Fold the collar length-wise, with right sides of the 
fabric touching. Sew the bottom edges on both sides 
at ½”, stopping ½” from the edge.  Turn the  seams 
right-sides out so that the seam is sandwiched 
between the two wrong sides of the fabric.  Attach 
one of the long side to the highlighted opening of 
the happi, right-sides together at ½”.  Press only 
the fabric along the sewn edge so that the second 
edge of the collar is on the inside of the jacket.  
Press the loose edge of the collar at  ⅜” and sew 
down just on the inside of the pre-existing seam.

 1.   A to B (2x)
 2.   C to D (2x)
 3.   EF to IJ 
 4.   GH to KL
 5.   NM to NM
 6.   OP to OP
 7.   Q to Q

Co
lla

r

Cu
t o

ne
 th

is
 s

id
e 

up

1 1

2

3 4

2

 

Fo
ld

 L
in

e

1.  Fold on red line
2.  1 to 1
3.  2 to 2
4.  Turn inside out
5.  Attach 3 to happi 
opening
6.  Press 3 flat
7.  Press 4 at ⅜”
8.  Sew 4 on top of 3
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Kamiko felled seam
Joining momigami pattern panels 

As fabric and kamiko share many of the same joining tech-
niques, an experienced sewer may choose from various extant 
piece joining techniques. One key difference, however, is the 
use of paste or a glue stick to tack a seam in place, rather than 
pins, thus avoiding excessive puncture holes. 

The following describes  a felled seam, which in this case might 
more accurately be called a "pasted and sewn felled seam."  
Depending on one’s preferred aesthetic, the felled seam may 
be left visible or hidden on the inside of the garment. 

Flat felled seam depicted in this chapter (one row of stitches connect with 
the inner, tucked in, seam allowance) and the original stitching join of 
sheet to sheet

This flat felled seam (both rows of stitches connect with the inner, tucked 
in, seam allowance) is easiest when pasted in place first

An incorrect felled seam (the stitches do not connect with the inner folds 
making a weaker join.

Detail view of felled seam in a kamiko happi 
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2.  Pull a loop from the last stitch (below) to end 
the seam. Do not use a lock stitch or back stitch 
as excess perforation is destructive to the paper.

3. Tie the thread off in a knot using a gentle cinch 
so as not to stress the paper. This knot can be 
pasted down to the surface of the garment.

Procedure:

1.  To join two panels, lay mirrored panels on top 
of one another (front sides out if "showing" is 
desired and front sides facing each other if a 
more minimal seam is the goal). Sew both panels 
together, being sure to leave a seam allowance 
(below). The width of the allowance is a matter of 
personal preference but we recommend  ¾ inch. 
Avoid using a tight stitch as excessive sewing 
perforations will weaken the paper. 

Two panels joined
     Second knot
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6.   Using rice paste or a neutral pH glue stick, glue 
and wrap the larger flap around the smaller. 
Fold and past the felled seam down onto the 
panel, using your finger or gentle pressure with 
a bone folder, to hide the momigami edges.

4. Spread the two sewn panels. Open and finger 
press along the seam from the back to ensure 
a smooth and even seam ensuring the edges 
are evenly flat.

5.   Trim off about half of one edge of the seam 
allowance (below).
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7.  After the paste has dried, sew the second line 
of stitching approximately parallel to the first 
joining row, making sure to catch both seam al-
lowance flaps pasted to the garment.

Kamiko: made from momigami 
(kozo and antique calligraphy paper), silk, kakishibu and sumi
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A 1797 woodcut depicting a kamiko studio in the Ōshū area of Sendai. (National Diet Library, Tokyo)

In the larger hangiri, on the right, we see a vat of water with a ladle and random momigami soaking or draining 
in the foreground.  The two men in the foreground appear to be vigorusly kneading momigami sheets. At the 
center of the first block, a hangiri (slatted wooden bowl of paste) sits next to a worker spreading the paste onto 
the edges of four sheets of staggered washi (momigami) using a hake (tsukemawashibake) style brush. This 
worker likely takes finished momigami for the stack of sheets just beyond his work table. The female worker 
behind him aligns and assembles the edge-glued paper, end to end, to make longer sheets that are rolled up into 

bolts of momigami-kamiko paper large enough to make garments from. The caption on the right of the image 
reads:“Sendai kamiko. It’s made of strong paper and is well kneaded, so it is flexible and lustrous. There 
isn’t much cotton in Ōshū, so the common people have to wear paper clothing and most people wear it for 
sleepwear.” (Translation and woodcut information graciously provided by Daphne Mohajer va Pesaran.)

Kamiko Workshop
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Making a Momigami 
Covered Portfolio

Tools and supplies to have ready:

• PVA glue
• Wheat paste
• Brush
• X-acto knife 
• Metal ruler and right triangle or "T" square
• Cutting surface (polyethylene)
• Bone folder
• Gummed linen tape
• Moist towel (for cleaning sticky fingers)
• Board and weight (for drying)
• Chisel and hammer
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Papers to have ready:
• Momigami paper (slightly larger than the 

desired portfolio)
•  Lining paper - a strong decorated paper
•  Book board, box board, railroad board or  

museum board

           Procedure:

1. Cut out two pieces of book board the size you want 
the covers of the portfolio to be (museum board or 
railroad board can also be used).

 
2. From the same material, cut out the spine ¼ to ½ 

inch wide and the same length as the book boards. 

3. Lay the three pieces out on a flat surface as illustrated. 
Leave a ¼ to ⅜ inch space between the spine and 
covers. Without this space the portfolio will not close. 

4. Cut a strip of momigami 2 inches longer than the 
length of the spine and wide enough to hold the 
spine and covers together, as in illustration. 

5. Brush glue onto the momigami strip and place it 
carefully onto the spine and covers, wrapping the 
ends around to the reverse side. Trim the ends ½ of 
an inch from the edge of the board with an X-acto 
knife and metal ruler.

Note:    For a portfolio with a smaller capacity, use no spine. For added 
strength, first tape the two covers together with linen tape, then cover 
with momigami. Be sure to leave ¼ to ⅜ inch space between the cov-
ers. Without a space the portfolio will not close.
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6.      Cut two sheets of momigami to be used as the outside 
cover papers as illustrated. They should overhang 
1 inch beyond the edges of the cover and overlap 
the center momigami strip by ¼ inch. 

7.     Cut off the corners of the momigami at a 45º angle ⅜ 
of an inch away from the corner of the book board.

8.     Glue one cover paper at a time by applying paste 
to the back side of the paper with glue made from 
1 part PVA glue and 1 part wheat paste. 

Note: Always brush the glue onto the paper, not the book board.

 9.  Lay the two boards and spine onto the pasted  
momigami. Using firm pressure, rub on the boards 
to achieve a good adhesion to paper.

10.   Cut off the corners of the cover paper at a 45o angle 
with an X-acto knife and metal ruler ⅜  of an inch 
from the corner of the book board. 

11.   Check the flaps extending from under the boards to 
see that the glue is still moist. Add more if necessary. 
Fold the momigami around the edge of the board by 
first folding the paper up 90º and pressing it against 
the edge of the book board with a bone folder. 

12.  Continue wrapping the momigami around the 
board. Fold the corners during the wrapping 
procedure following the illustrations on the op-
posite page. 
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13.    Using a metal ruler and X-acto knife, trim the 
inner edges of the momigami (before the glue 
dries). Leave a ½ inch border all around. Burnish 
the trimmed edge down into the book board with 
a bone folder to minimize its show-through in 
the lining paper.

corner piece

corner pieces: four cut from a square

corner pieces: 
four cut from 

a strip

14.  Reinforcing the corners of the port-
folio is an optional step done for 
strength and for added color and 
design. From a 4 inch square or 12 
inch strip of momigami, you can 
cut out all four corner pieces by fol-
lowing the diagrams on this page. 
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15. Paste a corner reinforcement and lay it paste side up 
under one of the corners of the portfolio.

16.  Follow the folding steps on the opposite page for 
each corner. Then trim inside edge flush to cover 
paper with an X-acto knife.
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17.   Ties can be inserted into a slit cut with a hammer 
and sharp chisel. The chisel blade should be the 
same width as the tie. Cut the tie 8 to 12 inches 
long. The number of ties depends on the size of the 
portfolio. Paste down ½ inch of the tie on the inside 
of the book board, hammer on it gently to flatten 
it out and cover it with a small patch of paper the 
same or similar color as the book board.

18.  Carefully measure and cut a lining paper to fit the 
interior of the portfolio, leaving a ¼ inch border  of 
Momigami showing all around the edge.

19.   Paste down the lining paper and work it into the 
grooves of the spine with your finger or bone folder. 

20.  Place the finished portfolio under a weighted board 
between two sheets of dry cardboard. Change the 
cardboard after the first half hour and again in 
about 2 hours.  Let the portfolio dry under pres-
sure overnight. The portfolio is dry when it is not 
cold to the touch.

Note: Blotting paper or other absorbent paper can be substituted or 
used in conjunction with the cardboard.
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Making a
Momigami Wallet

These instructions will lead you through the steps of  
making a Japanese paper wallet from momigami using the 

template design located on the following pages.   A wider wal-
let or check book holder can be made by increasing the width 
of the template. I was introduced to this wallet design while 
staying with the Yoshida papermaking family in Toyama, Japan. 
 

Tools and supplies to have ready:
• Glue stick, rice or wheat paste
• X-acto knife and scissors
• Metal ruler
• Cutting surface (polyethylene)
• Bone folder
• Template (see inside of back cover)
• Pencil
• Moist towel (for cleaning sticky fingers)
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Papers to have ready:
•  Card stock for template
•  Momigami paper (size 

as template)
•  Facing paper - momi-

gami paper (can be a 
leftover scrap from wal-
let paper )

•  Lining paper - kozo or 
other Japanese paper 
(size per template)

Template Measurements
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           Procedure:

1.  Measure and draw the outline of wallet onto a 
card stock or other heavy paper, using measure-
ments provided earlier. 

2.  Cut out the template and trace its outline onto the 
back side of the momigami. 

 
3.  Cut out the tracing using a metal ruler and X-

acto knife.

Note: Be as accurate as possible; do not over-cut or under-cut the little 
"V" shapes. The tips of these wedge-shaped cuts are the guides you 
will use when folding.

4.  Facing Paper: This paper will add strength to the 
main fold of the wallet. 

The length and width are indicated on the template. 
The facing is torn with ragged edges so that it will 
not leave a linear impression in the finished wallet. 
Tear the facing paper from the same or similar paper 
to the momigami. 
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5.  Lining Paper: This paper will give the finished wal-
let more body and will fit between the folded-in 
tabs. Cut a rectangle as indicated on the template 
from a medium to lightweight Japanese paper. 

Note: The lining and facing papers will not be visible in the finished 
wallet.

6. Paste down the tabs indicated. Position and paste 
down the facing paper where indicated. Using only 
a few long strokes of the glue stick, tack down the 
lining paper.

Note: The lining paper is pasted down with only two stripes of paste 
in order to minimize bulk in the finished wallet. The facing paper is 
pasted down completely and will add strength to the main fold of 
the wallet.

7. Apply a liberal amount of paste to the central wide 
rectangular portion of the wallet (as indicated). Fold 
up the lower half of the wallet, completely gluing the 
widest portions together. 
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Note: For the sake of simplification, the lining and facing papers will 
not appear in any of the following diagrams.

8. Accordion fold the two extending flaps as indicated 
by first folding the tabs all the way in towards the 
center, then fold them back out, dividing the folded 
tabs in thirds, finally folding the last third so that it 
points inwards.
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9. Unfold the last third of each accordion tab so that it 
points outwards. Fold the main unglued portion back 
over the accordion folds. 

10.   Wrap around the last third of the accordion fold 
to the back of the folded down section and paste 
it down.
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11.  Paste up the back side of the accordion pocket and 
the middle of the wallet. Fold the bottom half up, 
gluing the indicated areas. 

12. Paste and fold the uppermost flap.

13.  Fold down the top portion of the wallet, creating 
the second pocket. (There is no pasting in this step.)
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14. Paste both sides of the protruding flaps, and  also 
apply paste along both inner edges on either side 
of wallet. 

15.  Tuck in the pasted flaps. This step is a bit tricky. 
Open the inner seam widely and take extra care to 
fold the flaps in smoothly, without creasing them. 
Use a moist towel to wipe paste off fingers. Use an 
X-acto knife or bone folder to coax pasted flaps into 
position.

16.  Bend the wallet in half around a pencil to create 
the major fold. Work the fold, pressing the paper 
down along the pencil to coax the wallet into a 
folded position.
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17. Hang the pencil and main fold over the edge of a 
table and set a weight (such as a paper wrapped 
brick or heavy book) on the wallet. Let it dry in that 
position overnight.
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Making an
Origami Card Case

These instructions will lead you through the steps of  
making a credit/business card case from momigami in the 

origami tradition. Although no paste is used in traditional ori-
gami, in this particular design paste may be helpful, especially 
if thick paper is used. Paste may be used in steps 3, 4, 6, 7 and 
8. (Design by Humiaki Huzita, Padua, Italy.)
 

Tools and supplies to have ready:
• Bone folder
• Paper - 8 ½ x 11 inches
• Glue stick, rice or wheat paste - optional
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3. Fold each end in 1/2 inch. Applying paste to the 
tabs in this step is optional.

4.   Fold the corners in towards the center flush to the first 
quarter fold. If you have decided to use paste, do not 
paste the lowest ¾  inch of the lower two corners.

Procedure:

1. Cut a piece of momigami to 8 ½ x 11 inches.
2. Fold the paper into quarters.
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5.  Fold outer quarters in towards the center. Do not use 
paste in this step.

6.  Fold bottom ½ inch around to the back. Applying 
paste to this tab is optional.
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7.  Fold entire form in half, bringing the bottom edge 
up slightly higher than the top edge.

8.  Tuck the front top edge into the triangular pockets formed 
by the back ½ inch fold.
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9. Finally, fold the case in half. The card case is complete. Glossary
Abaca - also called Manila Hemp, is a plant cultivated primar-
ily in the Philippines, as well as in Asia and South America, for 
rope, textiles and paper. Abaca is not a true hemp, but is related 
to the banana. The leaf stems provide exceptionally strong and 
durable fibers that can be used, from either old rope or fibers, 
to make a very strong paper.

Aigami (藍紙) - indigo-dyed paper used for sutra copying. Also 
known as konshi or aogami.

Alkali - a caustic substance used in cooking plant fibers to remove 
noncellulose materials such as lignins, gums, waxes and starch.

Alum - also called papermaker’s alum, is a complex salt, essen-
tially a hydrate of potassium aluminum sulfate. It is used along 
with rosin in the sizing of paper and with dyes as a mordant for 
fixing colors. If it is not removed during fiber preparation, its high 
acidity can cause irreversible damage to paper and works of art.

Anionic - pertaining to the negatively charged atom or radical 
in an ionic compound.

Assakuki (圧搾機) - a Japanese term for press.

Bashu - the stick (traditionally bamboo) used for stirring pulp 
in the vat.

Bast Fiber - the category of fiber which comes from the inner bark 
of numerous shrubs and trees, including gampi, mitsumata and 
kōzo. When the inner bark is separated from the dark outer bark 
and in some cases from the woody cores, it yields long strong 
fibers that are excellent for papermaking. When fully prepared, 
inner bark bast fibers usually contain a higher percentage of 
hemicellulose than seed-hair fibers. The term bast fiber also 
refers to herbaceous basts such as hemp and flax.

Beaters - a range of mechanical devices used to macerate and 
hydrate fibers for papermaking.
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Beating - the fundamental method by which fiber is transformed 
into refined stock suitable for papermaking. Beating alters the 
physical form of the fiber by bruising and sometimes cutting. 
Bruising frays or unravels the fibrils of the fiber, increasing the 
surface area. It also swells and plasticizes the fibers with water 
in an action often referred to as hydration. Both effects increase 
bonding potential in the finished sheet. Each fiber has different 
beating requirements. Beating must be carefully controlled to 
obtain desired properties, as beating ultimately determines the 
quality of paper produced. In Western papermaking beating 
is done by machine. In Japanese papermaking relatively little 
physical treatment of the fiber is necessary.

Bonding - the inherent ability of cellulose fibers to be drawn to 
and adhere to one another through hydrogen bonding. Fibril-
lation, hydration, pressure exerted on the wet sheet and drying 
are all factors in promoting bonding.

Buffering Agent - also termed alkaline reserve, it is an alkaline 
substance, usually calcium carbonate or magnesium carbonate, 
occurring naturally in a water supply or purposely added by 
the papermaker to help protect the paper from  acidity in the 
environment.

Bunkoshi (文庫紙) - thick paper for wrapping and preserving 
kimonos or cloth. Also known as tatogami.

Bokashi-somegami (暈染紙) - paper dyed to create a gradated 
(bokashi) or shaded pattern.

Cationic - pertaining to a positively charged ion.

Cellulose - is a polymer of glucose and the chief component of 
all natural fibers. It is found in all plants, and occurs (often with 
other components such as lignins, hemicelluloses, waxes and 
gums) mainly as long hollow chains called fibers.

Chagami (茶紙) - tea paper, used for various purposes by the 
tea industry.

Chigiri-e (ちぎり絵) - collages made of torn pieces of washi 
pasted together.

Chiri (塵) - specks of foreign matter. In Japanese papermaking it 
refers to bits of black bark or discolored fiber which are usually 
removed in fiber preparation.

Chirigami (塵紙) - dregs paper. Japanese paper that contains large 
amounts of chiri or black bark and other foreign matter.

Chiri-tori (塵取り) - the process of removing foreign particles 
from the papermaking fiber during preparation steps prior to 
beating and sheet forming.

Couching - the process of removing a newly formed sheet of 
pulp from the mould surface. In Japanese papermaking no felts 
are used and each new sheet is couched directly upon the next.

Dakaiki (ダカイキ) - a stamper used in lieu of hand beating for 
preparing bast fibers for papermaking.

Dyes - water soluble coloring agents which usually penetrate 
and become attached to the fiber. Some types of dyes most fre-
quently used by hand papermakers include: direct dyes – organic 
dyes usually derived from coal tars; fiber reactive dyes – i.e., 
those that form a chemical bond with the fibers; and natural dyes, 
derived from natural sources such as indigo and onion skins. 
Since some types of dyes require an acid mordant to set or fix 
the dye to the fiber, care should be used in the selection of dyes.

Fibrillation - the bruising, fraying and alteration of the fiber 
during beating to increase the number of bonding surfaces 
between fibers.

Flocculate - to collect into small, discrete clumps.

Fune (舟) - literally translated, boat. It refers to the tub or vat 
which holds pulp for the sheet forming process. Also called 
sukibune.

Fusuma (襖) - sliding doors surfaced with thick paper.
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Gami (紙)- a Japanese suffix meaning paper. The same character 
can also be read as kami or shi.

Gampi (雁皮)- a shrub that produces one of the three primary 
bast fibers used in fine Japanese papermaking. It is character-
ized by fine, tough, glossy fibers and produces a very strong, 
translucent and lustrous paper. Gampi fibers average three to five 
millimeters in length. Gampi is nearly impossible to cultivate, 
and is therefore very precious. 

Gasenshi (画仙紙) - calligraphy paper made of bamboo pulp 
and other materials.

Hake (ハケ) -  a drying brush used to smooth sheets on the 
drying surface.

Hemicelluloses - straight chain polymers of sugar other than 
glucose found in varying proportions in plants and trees. The 
chain length of hemicelluloses is shorter than cellulose, and 
they are less resistant to chemical and atmospheric degrada-
tion. Hemicelluloses bond more readily than celluloses and are 
desirable for some types of papers. Hemicelluloses are found in 
higher proportions in wood fibers and some bast fibers.

Higo (庇護) -  splints used in the su. Take higo are bamboo splints 
and kaya higo are miscanthus splints.

Hikizome (引き染め) - “painting-dyeing,” in which dye is ap-
plied to the paper with a brush.

Hoshi-ita (干し板) - drying boards.

Hosho (保書) - thick, pure kōzo paper, the best available for 
woodcuts, documents or reports.

Hydration - the alteration of cellulose fibers during the beating 
process causing the fibers to swell with water.

Hyososhi (表組織) - scroll-mounting paper.

Itaboshi (板干し) - the process of board drying. Board drying 

has traditionally taken place outdoors in the sunlight to take 
advantage of the natural bleaching of the sun. Vulnerable to 
weather conditions, the process has led to indoor drying, usually 
on hot metal plates or boards moved to specially heated rooms.

Itajimegami (板締め紙)- paper folded, clamped between two 
wooden blocks and dyed.

Itamegami (板目紙)- paper stuck to a dye-coated wooden panel 
to create a wood-grain pattern on the sheet.

Jumonji-zuki (十文字漉き) - the crossweave method of forming 
a sheet which involves shaking the mould both lengthwise and 
crosswise to entangle the fibers.

Kakishibu (柿渋) - fermented persimmon juice used to treat 
sha or shibugami.

Kami (紙) - a Japanese suffix meaning paper. The same character 
can also be read as gami or shi.

Kamiko (紙衣) - Paper garments – kami meaning paper and ko 
(short for koromo) meaning clothing.

Kamisuki (紙漉き) - a Japanese term for papermaking.

Kaolin - a fine white clay used as a filler.

Kasagami  (傘紙) - paper for Japanese umbrellas.

Katazome (型染) - stencil dying.

Kawa-muki (皮剥き) - the removing of the dark outer bark with 
a scraper or knife.

Kawa-zarashi (皮ざらし) - the washing and bleaching of the 
bark in a stream or river.

Keta (桁) - the hinged wooden frame that holds the removable 
screen or su in a Japanese paper mould. With the su in place, the 
Japanese mould is called a sugeta.
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Kodaishi (古代史) - “ancient paper” made of rotten kōzo bark.

Kogatana (楮刀) - a knife-like tool used to cut kōzo and other 
fibers.

Konnyaku (こんにゃく) - the tuberous root of a devil’s tongue 
plant, used to produce a jellylike substance for coating certain 
kinds of Japanese papers.

Kōzo (楮)- a general name for a variety of mulberry trees used 
in Japanese papermaking. The bast fiber of kōzo, characterized 
by strong, long and sinewy fibers, produces a very strong and 
dimensionally stable paper. Kōzo fiber is the longest of the 
Japanese fibers and averages ten millimeters in length. It can 
be cultivated and accounts for ninety percent of the bast fibers 
used for hand papermaking in Japan today.

Kumikomi (組み込み) - the term referring to the making of the 
first layer (sealing dip) on the su.

Kurokawa (黒革) - the term referring to all three bark layers of 
Japanese bast fiber trees after it is removed from the woody core. 
Kurokawa also refers to the flaky black outer layer of bark which 
is usually removed prior to papermaking, leaving a thin green 
middle layer and the white inner bark. Often the green layer is 
removed as well, leaving only the white inner bark. The black 
bark is either discarded or made into chirigami. 

Kurosukashi (黒透かし) - Japanese shadow mark.

Kusakizome (草木染) - a term referring to natural plant dyeing.

Lace paper - a paper made by placing a stretched stencil a few 
millimeters above a newly formed sheet of wet pulp and then 
spraying or sprinkling water through the stencil, displacing 
areas of the pulp and creating a lace-like effect. See mizutamashi.

Mase (マセ) - a hand operated agitator shaped like a giant comb, 
used for mixing the pulp in the vat.

Mebarigami (目張紙) - tough, extra-thick kōzo paper used for 
sealing sake casks.

Mitsumata (三椏) - one the three primary sources of bast fibers 
for Japanese papermaking, it is characterized by soft, absorbent 
and lustrous fibers and produces a paper with a very smooth 
surface, more lustrous than kōzo, but not as lustrous as gampi. 
Like gampi, mitsumata fibers average three to five millimeters in 
length. A major washi material since the 1500s.

Mizuhiki (水引) - ceremonial paper cords.

Mizutamashi (水玉紙) - or mizutamagami, water drops, bears a 
spotted pattern by spraying or flicking drops of water through 
a stencil or directly onto a freshly formed sheet. See lace paper.

Momigami (揉み紙) -  kōzo paper wrinkled and kneaded with 
konnyaku starch resulting in a strong paper used in bookbind-
ing, clothing (kamiko), wallets, etc.

Momizomegami (揉染紙) -  rubbed and dyed paper: a sheet is 
dyed, then rubbed and crumpled to created a wrinkled texture.

Motase (モタセ) - the term that refers to the repeated dippings 
and sloshings used to build up a sheet of paper during nagashi-
zuki sheet forming.

Mould - the porous frame on which paper is formed. See su 
and keta.

Myoban (みょばん) - a Japanese term for alum.

Nagashizuki (流し漉き) - the Japanese hand papermaking 
process in which furnish mixed with mucilage is agitated in the 
mould and excess furnish ejected, causing the uniform interwin-
ing of fibers.

Naginata (薙刀) - a specialized machine that prepares stamped 
bast fibers for sheet forming by effectively teasing them apart. 
It is similar to a Hollander beater, but with scythe-like blades 
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instead of a roll.

Nazekawa (何故皮) - a term referring to the white inner bark 
with the green middle bark layer still attached.

Nendo (粘土) - clays used as coloring or loading agents.

Neri (ねり) - a viscous formation aid, derived from the roots 
or bark of various plants, which is added to the papermaking 
solution to control the drainage rate and aid in dispersion of the 
fibers. Neri is usually produced from the roots of the tororo-aoi, 
a variety of hibiscus.

Nikawa (膠) - a gelatin glue used in sizing.

Parting - the separation of the damp sheets of freshly made paper 
from the post after pressing. 

pH - a logarithmic measure of acidity on a scale of zero to 
fourteen. A pH of seven is neutral. Below seven is acid, above 
seven is alkaline.

Pigments - insoluble coloring agents comprised of finely ground 
particles which either coat the fiber or become entrapped in 
the fibrils like fillers. Pigments are generally the most light-fast 
coloring agents.

Post - a term referring to a pile of freshly couched sheets of pulp.

Pressing - the process of squeezing the water from a sheet or 
post to increase bonding, hasten the drying time and sometimes 
impart a special finish to the sheet(s).
Pulp - the aqueous substance containing the refined fibrous 
material from which paper is made.

Seiromushi (蒸籠蒸し) - the process of steaming branches to 
soften the bark for stripping. The process is used for kōzo and 
mitsumata, but not for gampi, which must be stripped at the 
harvesting site when freshly cut.

Sha (紗) - a woven silk gauze, coated with persimmon juice, 

which is placed over the su to impart a wove pattern to the sheet 
or to hold a watermark. Synthetic meshes are also used today.

Shajiku (シャジク) - a Japanese papermaking term for cooking 
fibers.

-shi (紙) - a suffix for paper, i.e., gampi-shi. The same character 
may also be read kami or gami.

Shiborizomegami (絞り染紙) - Tye dyed paper, where areas 
of the paper are gathered around small sticks and are tied or 
wrapped with strings. The tied sheets are immersed in dye and 
hung to dry.

Shibugami (渋紙) - paper treated with persimmon juice to wa-
terproof and strengthen the paper.

Shifu (紙布) - woven cloth made of paper.

Shirokawa (白皮) - the white inner bark which is left after the 
green middle layer, nazekawa, and dark outer bark, kurokawa, 
are removed. Shirokawa is used to make the lightest colored 
traditional papers.

Shito (シート) - a pile of wet sheets of newly formed paper.

Shitodai (シート台) - the couching board and stand onto which 
freshly made sheets are accumulated.

Sizing - a process by which an agent is added to paper to make 
it more impervious to ink or moisture and eliminate ink feath-
ering and bleed-through, usually by aqueous substances. Not 
normally used in traditional Japanese papermaking.

Slurry - prepared, pulp, water and other materials (i.e., fillers 
and pigments) in the proper mixture and suspension for sheet 
forming.

Su (簀) - the removable, flexible surface of a Japanese papermak-
ing mould. It is usually made of very thin bamboo strips which 
are woven together with specially prepared silk threads.
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Subuse - a wet sheet couched on a board to dry without pressing.

Sugeta (簀桁) - Japanese papermaking mould comprised of both 
the su (screen) and keta (frame).

Sukashi (透かし) - watermark.

Sukiba (漉き場) - papermaker’s workshop or work area.

Sukibune (漉き船) - vat.

Sukiawasegami (漉き合わせ紙) - paper with dried leaves, flow-
ers, insects, etc inserted between the base and surface layers. 
Also called sukiiregami.

Sukizome (漉き染め) - paper dyeing technique in which the 
fibers are dyed before they are made into paper.

Suku (漉く) - verb meaning “to make paper from wet, pulpy 
material by spreading it thin and drying it.” As a prefix this 
character is pronounced suki and as a suffix, -zuki. 

Suminagashi (墨流し紙) - a marbling technique created by form-
ing concentric ripples of ink on a surface of water, manipulating 
the pattern and laying a single sheet of paper on the surface to 
absorb the pattern.

Sutemizu (捨て水) - to cast off or eject the excess pulp solution. 

Tamezuki (溜め漉き) - Japanese term to describe the Western 
sheet forming technique of drawing pulp onto a mould and al-
lowing it to drain without agitation.

Tengujoshi (典具帖紙) - an extremely thin, strong kōzo paper.

Tenpi-zarashi (天火曝し) - term for sun bleaching.

Teuchi (手討ち) - term for hand beaten or hand beating.

Tobikumogami (飛雲紙) - “flying cloud paper” characterized 

by a pattern of dyed gampi fibers distributed across the sheet.

Tororo-aoi (トロロアオイ) - plant whose roots are used to make 
neri.

Tsukezome (漬け染め) - a dyeing technique in which a formed 
sheet of paper is immersed in liquid dye. The sheet is usually 
dried and the dipping procedure repeated to build up the color.

Tsuri (釣) - overhead suspension system of flexible bamboo poles 
and cords which help support the mould during sheet forming.

Uchigumoshi (打雲紙) - “hanging cloud paper” made by vari-
ous methods including dipping the edge or edges of a sheet of 
paper into a vat of dye or dyed gampi fibers, causing an irregular 
pattern of color to flow over the edge(s) of the sheet.

Uchikata (打ち方) - the method of hand beating the fibers.

Unryushi (雲竜紙) - “cloud dragon paper” characterized by 
strands of unbeaten kōzo fibers scattered throughout the paper.

Usuyo-shi (薄葉紙) - a term referring to thin paper.

Washi (和紙) - handmade paper.

Watermark - the more translucent area(s) of a sheet of paper 
which are especially visible when held to the light. These areas 
are the result of the impressions left in the pulp by fine bent 
bamboo which are sewn to the mould surface. Another method 
for creating watermarks in the Japanese tradition is done by 
spraying or sprinkling water onto a freshly formed sheet of 
paper. See mizutamashi. 

Yoshi (洋紙) - Western-style, machine-made paper.

Yukizarashi (雪曝し) - a term referring to snow bleaching of 
bark or paper.

Zubikigami (図引紙) - tracing paper.
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